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a b s t r a c t

The concentration of surface molecules Ns and components of molecular susceptibility �jl(ω) can both
be determined from surface plasmon-polariton resonance (SPPR) experiments, instead of effective layer
thickness and index of refraction, which are usually determined. The theoretical consideration of a molec-
ular layer as monolayer of separated 3D-oscillators provides a new perspective for investigating molecules
during SPPR experiment. It is shown that SPPR response and the form of the reflective curve depend on
the form of a biomolecule and its orientation relative to the surface of the metal-carrier of plasmon
oscillations. The experimental data for immunological reaction for the calculation of surface molecular
Surface plasmon resonance
Polarizability
Concentration
B
B

concentration and mass of biomolecular covering are presented.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect is widely used in
odern sensors as a sensitive method for the study of physical

roperties of molecular layers or coverings at the surface of solids
1]. The main principle of the method is a measurement of the shifts
f resonant angle if the molecular covering is present at the sensi-
ive surface of the sensor. The angle shift is, of course, dependent
n molecular concentration as well as the type of the molecules.
he physical models usually used for the description of this shift
re based mainly on the concept of an additional layer on the
urface of SPR-converter, which is characterized by the effective
hickness h and refractive index N, analogous to the similar idea
f ellipsometry of thin films [1–4]. Another approach is based on
he idea of ultra-thin film representation [5]. The main point of this
pproach is the representation of the molecular layer as effective

ltra-thin homogeneous film characterized by any susceptibility,
hich was calculated with self-consistent equations for local field
sing molecular polarization and effective film thickness. The cal-
ulations do not utilize boundary conditions and molecules are

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +38 44 525 56 26; fax: +38 44 525 18 27.
E-mail address: vche111@yahoo.com (V. Chegel).
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epresented as point-like objects. It is clear that similar approaches
o not allow one to obtain information about the concentration
r individual dielectric properties of molecules at the surface. To
escribe the optical properties of molecular coverings at the sur-

aces, one needs to take the individual properties of the adsorbed
olecules, their interaction with the surface and intermolecular

lateral) interactions into account. Bobbert and Vlieger have shown
6] that one solution of the problem of light reflection from a sub-
trate covered with spherical particles can be obtained by definition
f the reflected electromagnetic wave as a sum of Fresnel’s plane
ave and number of the spherical waves, which are raised at the

cattering on the spherical particles in accordance to Mie theory.
nother method of calculation of reflection coefficient for the sur-

ace covered by molecular layer is based on the Green function
oncept [7]. Here we develop an approach based on the linear
esponse concept for the non-point-like protein molecules, which
ave the shape of oblate or prolate ellipsoids.

. Theory
.1. Susceptibility of molecular layer at the surface

To calculate the reflection coefficient one needs to know the
ffective susceptibility of the molecular layer. We consider the

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09254005
mailto:vche111@yahoo.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2008.04.012
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where z˛ is z-coordinate of the centre of molecule. Then, the
reflection coefficient of the molecular layer, which connects the
amplitudes of reflected by the layer and incident p-polarized fields
E(R)

p = RpE(0)
p , can be written in the form:
V. Chegel et al. / Sensors an

ilute thin layer of organic molecules homogeneously distributed
n the surface. The molecular susceptibility �jl(ω) is considered as
nown. The molecules are assumed as prolate or oblate ellipsoids.
he field at an arbitrary point in the system obeys the equation [8]:

i(�R, ω) = E(0)
i

(�R, ω) − a

Q∑
˛=1

∫
V˛

d�R′Gij(�R, �R′, ω)�jl(ω)El(�R′, ω), (1)

here E(0)
i

(�R, ω) is the external long-range field, a is the coefficient
efined by the system of units (for SI a = ω2/c2ε0), Q is the number of
olecules on the surface, V˛ is the molecular volume, Gij(�R, �R′, ω)

s a photon propagator that describes propagation of light of fre-
uency ω from point �R′ to point �R [9]. Summation is made over all
ositions which are occupied by the molecules. Because molecular

inear dimensions are much less than light wavelength and average
istances between the molecules are considered to be larger than
olecular linear dimension (submonolayer cover), one can make

he next approximation:
∑

˛

∫
V˛

d�R′Gij(�R, �R′, ω)�jl(ω)El(�R′)

≈
∑

˛

Gij(�r − �r˛, z, z˛, ω)�̃jl(ω)El(�r˛, z˛), (2)

here �̃jl(ω) = V˛�jl(ω), V� is the molecular volume. Here �̃jl(ω) is
he response on the local (total) field which connects the polariza-
ion of the molecule and the local field via

j(�r˛, z˛, ω) = �̃jl(ω)El(�r˛, z˛, ω). (3)

he averaging over molecular coordinates if molecules are homo-
eneously distributed along the surface is performed using the
quation:

Q∑
˛=1

Gij(�r − �r˛, z, z˛, ω)�̃jl(ω)El(�r˛, z˛, ω)

= 1
SQ−1

∫
d�r1d�r2 . . . d�rN

Q∑
˛=1

∫
d�k

(2�)2
e−i�k(�r−�r˛)

Gij(�k, z, z˛, ω)�̃jl(ω)

∫
d�k′

(2�)2
e−i�k′�r˛ El(�k′, z˛, ω)

= Ns

∫
d�k

(2�)2
e−i�k�rGij(�k, z, z˛, ω)�̃jl(ω)El(�k, z˛, ω), (4)

here S is the area of the surface at which the Q molecules are
ituated, Ns = Q/S is molecular concentration. Then, an equation of
elf-consistent field in the Wail-representation can be written as

Ei(�k, z˛, ω) = E(0)
i

(�k, z˛, ω) − NsaGij(�k, z˛, z˛, ω)�̃jl(ω)

El(�k, z˛, ω). (5)

aking Fourier transformation in the plane of the surface, one
btains from Eq. (3):

l(�k, z˛, ω) = (�̃jl(ω))−1Pj(�k, z˛, ω). (6)

hen, Eq. (5) can be rewritten in the form:

(�̃ij(ω))−1Pj(�k, z˛, ω) = E(0)
i

(�k, z˛, ω) − NsaGij(�k, z˛, z˛, ω)
Pj(�k, z˛, ω). (7)

he solution of this equation is

j(�k, z˛, ω) = [(�̃ji(ω))−1 + NsaGij(�k, z˛, z˛, ω)]
−1

E(0)
i

(�k, z˛, ω). (8) F
S
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hen, the effective susceptibility of sub-monolayer of the molecules
t the surface which connects the Fourier-transformants of layer
olarization and external field has a form:

˜ ij(�k, z˛, ω) = [(�̃ij(ω))−1 + NsaGji(�k, z˛, z˛, ω)]
−1

. (9)

.2. Reflection coefficient

For SPPR simulation one needs to know the reflection coef-
cient of the molecular layer (see Fig. 1a). For calculation of
he reflection coefficient, let us consider the planar layered

edium, the electrodynamical properties of which are character-
zed by photon propagator Gji(�k, z, z′, ω). Let the light propagation
rom semispace z > 0 to the same semispace be described by
hoton propagator G(+,+)

ij
(�k, z, z′, ω), the light propagation from

emispace z < 0 to semispace z > 0 – by photon propagator
(+,−)
ij

(�k, z, z′, ω), and the light propagation from semispace z > 0

o semispace z < 0 – by photon propagator G(−,+)
ij

(�k, z, z′, ω). Then,
n effective susceptibility of the molecular layer situated at the
urface of semispace z < 0 is defined by equation (9) with pho-
on propagator G(−,−)

ij
(�k, z, z′, ω). If the field E(0)

i
(�k, z, ω) acts at

he molecular layer, the field reflected by the layer will be
ritten as

(R)
i

(�k, z, ω) = NsG(+,−)
ij

(�k, z, z˛, ω)Xjl(�k, ω)E(0)
l (�k, z˛, ω), (10)
ig. 1. (a) Reflection of the light by molecular layer situated at a surface. (b)
chematic presentation of the system under investigation.
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molecules with specific sites of IgG molecules and the creation of
a complex. The value � for complex IgG–anti-IgG can be taken as
noticeably smaller in comparison with a single IgG molecule due to
increased eccentricity of the complex relative to a single molecule
8 V. Chegel et al. / Sensors an

R(M)
p (�, ω) = G(+,−)

xj
(�k, z, z˛, ω)NsXjx(�k, ω) + G(+,−)

zj
(�k, z, z˛, ω)

NsXjz(�k, ω) + [G(+,−)
xj

(�k, z, z˛, ω)NsXjz(�k, ω)

+G(+,−)
zj

(�k, z, z˛, ω)NsXjx(�k, ω)] cos � sin � (11)

here � is incident angle. Because light reflection occurs both
y molecular layer and by the surface, total reflection coefficient
hould be written as the sum:

(T)
p (�, ω) = R(0)

p (�, ω) + R(M)
p (�, ω), (12)

here R(0)
p is the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the surface.

.3. Modeling of SPPR curves

For modeling the SPPR experiment as shown schematically in
ig. 1b one needs to calculate the reflection coefficient of the sys-
em consisting of a glass attenuated total reflection (ATR) prism, a
hin gold film and the liquid with an adsorbed molecular layer (see
ig. 1b). If one is going to use the approach described above, it is
vident that the molecular layer is situated at a surface of metal
lm placed on glass ATR prism. Using Eq. (12) one can calculate
he SPR curves relating to the different shapes of the molecules. It
s clear from Eqs. (9) and (11) that the reflection coefficient defin-
ng the SPPR curve is dependent on molecular concentration and on

olecular shape. We calculated the reflection coefficient using spe-
ially developed software, according to Eq. (12) for different values
f parameter � = h||/h⊥ (where h|| and h⊥ are ellipsoid semiaxes par-
llel (||) or perpendicular (⊥) to the substrate surface plane) which
efines the shape of the molecules having the same mass. It turned
ut that the SPPR curve corresponding to molecules having pro-
ate ellipsoid shape are characterized by a rather strong shift when
arameter � is changed (see Fig. 2a). Molecules characterized by
blate ellipsoid shape demonstrate very small shifts for various val-
es of parameter �. For example, changing the � value from 1.1 to 10

eads to a change in value of the minimum angle from �min = 64.121◦

o 64.262◦.
Calculations show that the shift of the minimum of SPR curve

ith increasing molecular concentration is rather evident. Namely,
ncreasing the molecular concentration (for molecules character-
zed by � = 0.15) by 5% leads to angle shift of �� = +0.1◦. This implies
hat the proposed approach could be useful for the development
f experimental results using SPR measurements for evaluating
iomolecular coatings or layers, because the concentration of
olecules that have individual molecular characteristics such as

olarization of a single molecule or its shape at the surface can be
etermined using this approach.

One should note that developing this approach allows us to
nvisage the possibility of a two-component covering of the SPR
ensor surface into account. Namely, one may calculate the SPPR
urves for molecular layers consisting of molecules having both
rolate and oblate shapes. The dependences of SPPR curves on the
omposition of the molecular film consisting of prolate (� = 0.12)
nd oblate (� = 2.0) molecules are shown in Fig. 2b. One can see that
hanging part f of prolate molecules from f = 1 (which corresponds
o molecular layer consisting only of prolate molecules) to f = 0.5
eads to a shift of the curve minimum of about 0.505◦. This result is
vidence of a rather strong dependence of dispersion properties of
he molecular layer on the molecular shape.
. Materials and methods

The surface plasmon-polariton resonance Kretschmann type
pectrometer “NanoSPR 321” (Chicago, USA) with a light-emitting
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iode light source (	 = 650 nm) and 45 nm Au-covered glass slides
n = 1.61, 1.5-cm2 area exposed to the solution) was used in this
ork. The proteins were purchased from Aldrich. The biospecific

eaction (see Fig. 3a) between the immunoglobulines pair IgG–anti-
gG in flowing (10 �l/min) regime using PBS (pH 7.3) as running
uffer was performed. The concentration of both IgG and anti-IgG
olutions was 200 �g/ml. Glycine buffer (pH 2.2) for estimation of
pecificity of reaction was used.

. Results and discussion

The experimental kinetic dependences of SPPR angular posi-
ion for specific reaction IgG–anti-IgG and protein G–IgG presented
n Fig. 3a and b could prove the theoretical consideration. The
mmunoglobulines are characterized as biomolecules with strong
ccentricity (size 3 nm × 4 nm × 25 nm) [10], so our theoretical
pproach can be applied for this biostructure. As mentioned above,
he presented theoretical approximation relates to monolayers.
rom this point of view the part of immunological reaction A–B and
art A–C both can be theoretically considered as monolayers with
ifferent shape parameters � for IgG molecules and for IgG–anti-IgG
omplex. The angular position of SPPR after washing with glycine
uffer (pH 2.2) indicates that influence of nonspecific adsorption of
nti-IgG on the SPPR response in this case is small and the gradi-
nt between B and C levels reflects mainly the binding of anti-IgG
ig. 2. (a) Calculated SPPR curves dependent on the shape of molecules. (1) Free sur-
ace, �min = 62.747◦; (2) oblate molecules � = 2.0, �min = 64.262◦; (3) prolate molecules
= 0.12, �min = 66.585◦; (4) prolate molecules � = 0.11, �min = 68.302◦ . (b) Calculated
ependences of SPPR curves on the composition of the molecular film consisting
f prolate (� = 0.12) and oblate (� = 2.0) molecules. Part of prolate molecules: f = 1
curve 1, �min = 66.282◦) and f = 0.5 (curve 2, �min = 65.777◦).
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Fig. 3. (a) The kinetic dependence of SPPR angular position for reaction IgG–anti-
IgG. The right axis represents surface concentration for IgG monolayer (up to level B)
or for complex IgG–anti-IgG (up to level C); ıB and ıC: deviations of SPPR minimum
angular position (arrows show direction of deviation). (b) The typical comparative
kinetic dependence of SPPR angular position at the adsorption of IgG molecules onto
b
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here, the SPPR response in this study depends on the spatial

F
t

are gold surface (dash line) and surface covered by protein G molecules (solid line).
A) SPPR response for IgG adsorption onto the bare gold surface after PBS washing;
B) the same for the surface, modified with protein G; (C) difference, related to

odification of sensors surface.

nd, respectively, the shift of SPPR angle position after IgG–anti-IgG
inding is expected to be greater. This supposition correlates with
alculated SPPR shift values (see Fig. 2a) and with those observed
n Fig. 3a for kinetic dependence where shift of SPPR angle position

or anti-IgG binding is noticeably larger, than for IgG monolayer
dsorption despite of the equal concentration of IgG and anti-IgG
olutions (200 �g/ml) and approximately the same molecular mass
oth for IgG and anti-IgG. It should be noted that the result shown

p
s
a
d

ig. 4. (a) Scheme of possible orientation of IgG relatively to the surface of Au, modified w
o the surface of Au. Here �a > �b > �c.
ig. 5. The calculated dependences of the surface concentration for IgG molecules
nd IgG–anti-IgG complexes via SPPR angular response. For positions 1 and 3:
= 0.15; for positions 2 and 4: � = 2.

n Fig. 3a represents the maximum registered response on anti-
gG binding, whereas when experiments were repeated, it was
bserved that the SPPR-response deviated within certain limits,
enoted as ıB and ıC. It is often observed in SPPR experiments and
mphasized here that a strong deviation can readily be explained by
hanging of parameter � for considered monolayers during adsorp-
ion of IgG onto Au surface or for IgG–anti-IgG binding process. This
upposition is proved by SPPR experiments with oriented immobi-
ization of IgG molecules using protein G (see Fig. 3b). It is known
hat molecules of protein G, immobilized as the first layer, promote
he position of immunoglobulin normally oriented relative to the
urface of sensor [11] (see Fig. 4a). The set of two-channel compara-
ive SPPR experiments indicates a clear difference in SPPR response
or IgG immobilization onto the gold surface that was modified ini-
ially with protein G. A rational explanation for the observation of
his difference lies in the presence of the initial protein G layer that
ould affect the normal orientation of IgG molecules. This expla-
ation is reasonable, because the SPPR response after the removal
f specifically immobilized IgG molecules (using glycine buffer,
H 2.2) appears to be the same as the response on the randomly
dsorbed IgG monolayer onto the bare gold surface, so the value of
he SPPR response in this case depends on part of normally (or not
orizontally) oriented IgG molecules for both of the comparative
xperiments.

Following the theoretical approach for the results presented
osition of separate biomolecule or biomolecular complex on the
urface of Au, if the shape of these objects is elongated, which is
peculiarity of immunoglobulines. Certainly, we are aware that a
ifference in orientation for similar biomolecules is not the same

ith protein G. (b) Scheme of possible orientation of IgG–anti-IgG complex relatively
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Fig. 6. Albumen molecule at the surface:

s the difference between prolate and oblate ellipsoids; rather,
t is a strong approximation. Concerning this, we could approxi-

ate the molecular complexes differently oriented relative to the
urface by ellipsoidal particles, characterized by different shape
rom oblate to prolate. In this case, the maximum SPPR response
ould be observed when single molecules or complexes are ori-

ntated normally to Au surface when immobilized (position c in
ig. 4b). For the intermediate position b a response is decreased
nd becomes minimal when the complex or molecule is ori-
ntated horizontally to the surface (position a). Moreover, one
an suppose that the presence of molecular complexes of type
at rather high concentration provides for evident angle shift

ecause for positions a and b, which are modeled by oblate ellip-
oids, the angle shift is very weakly dependent on the particle
hape.

The roughness of the Au surface plays a part in the disordered
haracter of IgG adsorption and increases the ıB and ıC values. The
nfluence of biomolecular shape on the deviation of SPPR response
ecomes smaller with decreasing eccentricity of biomolecule form
nd is minimal for spherical objects.

The above consideration concerning the 3D-shape of
iomolecules makes it possible to calculate nomograms for
onolayers of specified type of biomolecule or biomolecular

omplex, accounting for their geometrical form (or position).
aking the assumption that monolayers of biomolecules in the

escribed experiments are packed with the average distances
etween molecules about their linear dimension, the nomograms
or the definition of surface concentration of IgG molecules or
gG–anti-IgG complexes were calculated (see Fig. 5).

The observed deviation of surface concentration Ns (shaded
reas) relates to the value of parameter �, which characterizes the
patial position of IgG molecule or IgG–anti-IgG complex. Note,
omograms account only for specifically built complexes, without
ccounting of nonspecific adsorption of anti-IgG at the Au surface.
sing the SPPR method it is thus possible to make an approxi-
ate estimation of the molecular adsorption directly in units of

urface concentration Ns, which for our experiments was about
f (1.1 ± 0.1) × 1012 cm−2 for saturated monolayers. Furthermore,
he mass of biomolecular layer Ms can be calculated from Eq. (13)
irectly in mg/m2 [7]:

s = NsM

Am
, (13)

here M is molecular mass of biomolecule or biomolecular com-

lex and Am = (�̃⊥ + �̃||)/2 (where ⊥ and || subscripts show that
orresponding molecules are situated perpendicularly or parallel
o the surface) when the numbers of prolate and oblate particles
re equal. The mass of IgG layer was found to be 3.66 ± 0.5 mg/m2,
hereas the mass of complex was 6.5 ± 1.0 mg/m2, about

wice the value, accounting for the observed weak nonspecific
dsorption.

w
t
d

�

prolate ellipsoid; (b) as oblate ellipsoid.

. Conclusion

The theoretical background and experimental approach for 3D-
uantification of the surface concentration of biological molecules
rom SPPR data is proposed. In addition to a previously developed

ethod [7] based on the physical model of molecular layer which
ses two parameters—polarizability and surface concentration of
olecules, the novel approach presented here allows an estima-

ion of the influence of the spatial form of a biomolecule on the
PPR angle position. The SPPR measurements of biospecific reac-
ion between IgG and anti-IgG molecules on the Au surface are
erformed and the surface concentration of biomolecular layer is
stimated. This approach may be useful to determine or estimate
he orientation of biomolecules relative to the surface of SPPR-
ensors for a more comprehensive understanding and quantitative
stimation of biomolecular layers.
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ppendix A. Susceptibility of the single molecule at the
urface

To calculate the reflection coefficient of the molecular layer one
eeds to know the initial polarizabilities of the molecule �ij(ω)
hich describe the linear response of a single molecule situated

t the surface on the local field. Because the SPPR simulations here
ill be performed for the molecules of immunoglobulin, one can
ake the approximation that the molecule at the surface has a form

lose to ellipsoid. The linear response of the ellipsoidal particle at
he surface was calculated earlier [12]. If semiaxes of the molecule
re hx, hy, hz, molecular volume is Vp, the planar component of
olecular susceptibility is

˜ ii = εrVp
εp − εr

εr + (εp − εr)mi
L||, i = x, y, (A.1)

here planar local-field factor is

|| =
[

1 + (εr − εm)(εp − εr)
3(εr + εm)(εr + (εp − εr)mi

ϑ

]−1

, (A.2)

here εp is a dielectric constant of the particle, εm and εr are dielec-
ric constants of the substrate and ambient, respectively, mi is the

epolarizing factor and ϑ = hxhyhz/(2zp)3 is the local-field factor.

The normal component of molecular susceptibility is

˜ zz = εrVp
εp − εr

εr + (εp − εr)mi
L⊥, (A.3)
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ith

⊥ =
[

1 + (εr − εm)(εp − εr)
3(εr + εm)(εr + (εp − εr)mi

2ϑ

]−1

. (A.4)

he depolarizing factors for molecule as prolate ellipsoid for which
z > hx = hy (see Fig. 6a):

z = 1 − �2

�3

(
1
2

ln
1 + �

1 − �
− �

)
, mx = my = 1

2
(1 − mz), (A.5)

here � = (1 − �2)1/2, � = hx/hz.
For molecule as oblate ellipsoid for which hx = hy > hz (see Fig. 6b)

he depolarizing factors are:

z = 1 + �2

�3
(� − arctan �), mx = my = 1

2
(1 − mz), (A.6)

here � = (�2 − 1)1/2.
One should note that interaction between the molecule and the

urface can lead to local field enhancement effect which causes
trong enhancement of molecular polarizability [13].
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